
Welcome to Hindley J & I School 

Maths Workshop Evening – Part 1

Tuesday 20th October 2015



Aims of the Workshop

• To inform you further about they key changes to the 

new maths curriculum.

• To demonstrate some of the strategies and 

equipment your children use in Maths.

• To have fun with Maths.  Talk to your child’s class 

teacher about the written methods and don’t be 

afraid to ask questions!

• To provide parents with ideas and activities to use 

at home to support children’s maths development. 



Our Maths vision for pupils in 

leaving Hindley J&I…

• Have a secure understanding of Number facts and a good 

understanding of the four operations.

• Use this knowledge to carry out calculations mentally.

• Use diagrams and jottings to help record steps to solving 

problems. 

• Have an efficient, reliable, written method of calculation for 

each operation (+, -, x and ÷).



Why a new National Curriculum?

• Started in September 2014 for Y1, Y3, Y4 and Y5.  

• Current Y2 & Y6 began the new curriculum from this 

year, however they were taught from it in Y1 & Y5.

• Secretary of State for Education Michael Gove said 

changes were necessary to keep pace with other 

countries like China.

• Knowledge-based and strong emphasis on problem 

solving, mathematical modelling. 



What does the new curriculum 

look like?

• Many aspects of Maths taught in school:

- Statistics, Geometry, Measure and Number. 

Changes include:

• Data Handling has gone from Y1.

• No calculators until end of KS2 – not in SATs.

• Year objectives/statements  - NO levels. 



What does the new curriculum 

look like?
• Y1 are expected to learn to count up to 100.

• Know their times tables to 12×12 by the end of Y4.

• Simple fractions (1/4 and 1/2) are taught from KS1.

• Earlier introduction of formal written methods, e.g., Column +/-

in Y3, Column x in Y4, Short ÷ in Y5 and Long ÷ in Y6.

• Strong emphasis on Algebra and finding unknowns in equations.

• Roman Numerals in Y4 up to 100 and Y5 up to 1000.



Key Aims of the New 

Maths Curriculum

• Fluent recall of mental maths facts e.g. times tables (up to 

12x12), number bonds.

• To reason mathematically – children need to be able to 

explain the mathematical concepts with number sense; they 

must explain how they got the answer and why they are 

correct.

• Problem solving – applying their skills to real-life contexts. 

• Children being secure in their mental arithmetic.



“They didn’t do it like that in my day!”

“My child asks for help and starts talking in another 

language, using words like ‘partitioning’, ‘chunking’, 

‘grid multiplication’…..?”

Calculation Methods

“Maths homework…go and ask _________ , you 

know I am not good with Maths.”

The Hindley J&I Progression Toward a Written 

Method Booklets – updated in-line with the new 

NC.



Hindley J&I Times Table Challenge

• Times Table Challenge will be starting after half 
term.

• Can’t emphasise strongly enough how important 
it is for children to know their tables – all tables 
up to and including 12x12 by the end of Y4.



Number 

• Number is the key to all other aspects of Maths.

• Children who are fluent with number will be able to use 
their mental arithmetic skills to find efficient strategies 
for completing calculations, recalling and applying 
number knowledge rapidly and accurately.

• You can make a difference to your child’s learning!

• By playing simple maths games little and often to build 
confidence and self-esteem.  



Why play games?

• Develops their mathematical skills, 

• All round thinking, 

• Logic,

• Strategy,

• Problem solving, 

• Speaking and Listening,

• Social skills, for example, turn taking and we can’t 

always win.

• Most importantly, they should be fun and a chance to 

share time together. 



Games to play?

• Snakes and ladders – as it is, vary dice numbers.

• Guess Who? – Systematic working, exploring 

possibilities.

• Junior Monopoly – money.

• Cluedo – strategy.

• Battleships – coordinates and strategy. 

• Noughts and Crosses/Connect 4 – strategy. 



Games to play?

Simple, versatile and practical resources:

• Dice (subitize – recognising the number of objects in a 

small group without having to count),

• Dominoes,

• Digit cards – place value,

• Playing cards – collecting totals, matching and 

remembering numbers.



Everyday ‘real’ maths

• Counting up and down the stairs, 

• Number rhymes,

• Setting the table – cutlery, mats etc,

• Pair socks when getting in washing, 

• Counting cars on the way to school,

• Spotting different numbers in the environment – door 

numbers, car number plates, speed limits.



Everyday ‘real’ maths

• Out shopping – making totals, finding change , % 

discounts.

• Time – plan days out, what time to leave, how much 

money to take. 

• Cooking – weighing ingredients, reading scales, 

adapting recipes.

• Keeping score in games.



Websites…
• www.Mathletics.co.uk

Each child has their own login and password (ask class teacher if you’re not sure)

• www.mymaths.co.uk

Home access set up.  Username: hindleyjun Password: triangle

• www.bbc/schools/bitesize

• www.coolmath4kids.com

• www.mad4maths.com

• www.numberlinelane.co.uk

• www.mathszone.co.uk

• www.topicbox.co.uk

• www.topmarks.co.uk

• www.woodlands–junior-kent-sch.uk

• www.nrich.org

• www.ilovemathsgames.com

• www.mathsnet.com

• www.coxhoedurham.sch.uk

• www.kangaroomaths.com

• www.london2012.com – Interactive Olympic Top Trumps



Key Messages…

• Make maths fun.  Maths can carry a lot of emotion, we 

want our children to feel good about maths – then they 

will want to do it again and again.

• Develop confidence, a positive attitude, self-esteem 

and use of vocabulary.  The key to success.

• Little and often.

• Encouragement to think for themselves.

• Give praise, celebrate mistakes – we’re all human!



Last but not least!

Please remember to take:

• A copy of the calculation booklet for + and -.

• A parent guide to the new Maths Curriculum.

• An evaluation form – please hand in before you leave.

Thank you so much for attending.

Enjoy the workshops!  


